We approach a problem of realising algebraic objects in a certain universal equivariant stable homotopy theory; the global homotopy theory of Schwede [Sch18] . Specifically, for an (ultra-commutative) ring spectrum R, we consider which classes of ring homomorphisms η * : π e * R → S * can be realised by a map η : R → S in the category of global R-modules, and what multiplicative structures can be placed on S. If η * witnesses S * as a projective π e * R-module, then such an η exists as a map between homotopy commutative global Ralgebras. If η * is in additionétale or S 0 is a Q-algebra, then η can be upgraded to a map of E ∞ -global R-algebras or a map of G ∞ -R-algebras, respectively.
Introduction
The interplay between algebra and homotopy theory in the stable homotopy category is a key feature of stable homotopy theory. In this article we explore a variant of the following:
Given a ring spectrum R, when does a map of graded π e * R-modules π * R → S * come from a map of R-module spectra R → S?
In other words, when can an algebraic map π * R → S * be realised by a map of spectra R → S?
The goal of this article is to explore this question of realisablity and extend Theorem 0.2 to the setting of global homotopy theory. In this world one has global spectra X, objects of a stable model category, who naturally have global homotopy groups, which are G-equivariant homotopy groups for all compact Lie groups G. This concept of a universal equivariant stable homotopy theory has been explored by Bohmann, Greenlees, Lewis, May, and Steinberger; see [Boh14] , [GM97] , and [LMS86] . We will be using the category of orthogonal spectra with the global model structure as defined by Schwede in [Sch18, Theorem 4.3.18 ]. This (model) category of global spectra Sp gl is symmetric monoidal, so we can speak of monoids (which we call global ring spectra) and commutative monoids (which we call ultra-commutative ring spectra), as well as modules and algebras over these various types of monoids. There also exist intermediary multiplicative structures of global spectra, such as homotopy commutative, E ∞ -global, and G ∞ -ring spectra; see Definitions 1.7, 1.8, and 7.2, and Diagrams (1.10) and (7.3) which explain how these concepts relate to each other.
Given an ultra-commutative ring spectrum R, we show that certain maps π e * R → S * of commutative π e * R-algebras can be realised by maps of R-modules R → S, and that a variety of multiplicative structures can be placed on such an S. The following theorem summarises Theorems 5.1, 6.6, and 7.4.
Theorem A. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and η * : π e * R → S * a map of graded commutative rings recognising S * as a projective π e * R-module. Then there exists a homotopy commutative global R-algebra S, such that for all compact Lie groups G the natural map
is an isomorphism of π G * R-algebras. If in addition η * isétale, then S can be given an E ∞ -global R-algebra structure (unique up to contractible choice), and if S 0 is a Q-algebra, then S has a unique G ∞ -structure, lifting the homotopy commutative multiplication.
To prove the above theorem we need to further develop the tools in global homotopy theory a little beyond [Sch18] . In particular, we need a systematic way to lift non-equivariant information, such as the non-equivariant homotopy groups π e * X of global spectrum X or nonequivariant E ∞ -structures, to global homotopy theory. Let us now explain the ingredients of this article.
Outline
In §1 we recall some of the basic concepts and constructions of global homotopy theory (the details of which can be found inside Schwede's book [Sch18] ), and in §2 we relativise some of this content with respect to a global ring spectrum R. In §3 globally flat R-modules are defined and discussed, a concept needed to maintain control over the global homotopy type of an R-module spectrum when it is built from non-equivariant information. The final four sections realise non-equivariant algebraic data in terms of global homotopy theory, first additively in §4, multiplicatively up to a single homotopy in §5, multiplicatively up to higher homotopies in §6, and multiplicatively with power operations in §7. In §4 we study classical constructions and results (of [EKMM97, Chapter IV], [Wol98] , and folklore) in the global setting by carefully tracking global flatness, and in §5 we use the ideas of Baker-Richter [BR07, Section 2] are also applied to the global homotopy category. In §6 we state and prove some known results about endomorphism operads to help us use the the non-equivariant E ∞ -obstruction theory of Robinson [Rob04] and vanishing results of Robinson-Whitehouse [RW02] globally. In §7 we place G n -structures (equivalent to certain equivariant norm or multiplicative transfer structures) on certain homotopy commutative global R-algebras S when working rationally, essentially as a corollary of §4 and §5.
graded commutativity, xy = (−1) |x||y| yx. Given two integers n, m and a graded module M , the mth level of the shifted module M [n] is M m−n , so that for all spectra X we have π m Σ n X ∼ = π m−n X ∼ = ((π * X)[n]) m .
Categorical
All categories are locally small, i.e., the mathematical object Hom C (A, B) is always a set for each pair of objects A and B in a category C . Let (C , ⊗, ½) be a symmetric monoidal category.
The category of commutative monoids of C will be written as CAlg(C ). Let R be a monoid in C . The categories of left and right R-modules will be denoted as LMod R and RMod R respectively. When R is a commutative monoid, Mod R will denote the category of R-modules.
An n-fold monoidal product over R, M ⊗ R · · · ⊗ R M , inside Mod R will be written as M ⊗n . All statements made in this article work equally well for left or right R-modules, with the appropriate changes made.
Global homotopical
The entirety of this article takes place with respect to an arbitrary multiplicative global family F ; see [Sch18, Definition 1.4.1, Proposition 1.4.12(iii)]. This means phrases such as "global equivalence", "global model structure", "global Burnside category", etc., are all made relative to this global family F . This added flexibility gives us maximum generality, and includes the four most important global families, those of all, finite, and abelian compact Lie groups, as well as the trivial family. This last global family reduces this whole article to statements about the non-equivariant orthogonal spectra of [MMSS01] . Let X be a global spectrum. For positive integers n we define Σ n X as X ⊗ F e,0 S n and Σ −n X as X ⊗ F e,R n S 0 using the notation of [Sch18, Construction 4.1.23]. The global spectra F e,0 S n and F e,R n S 0 are globally cofibrant in the model structure of Theorem 1.5.
Model categorical
Given a topological category M then Map M (A, B) will denote the mapping space between objects A and B of M. If M has a topological model structure, the above mapping space does not necessarily have the "correct homotopy type" unless A is cofibrant and B is fibrant in M. R → Sp is not homotopical in either variable and will often be left derived, which can be modelled by taking a cofibrant replacement in either the left, the right, or both variables; see [Sch18, Theorem 4.3 .27]. If R is an ultra-commutative ring spectrum (see Definition 1.9) then the homotopy category Ho gl (Mod R ) has a symmetric monoidal structure with product ⊗ L R and unit R, which follows from [Sch18, Corollary 4.3.29 (ii)]. Homotopy limits and colimits are defined as in [BK72, Chapters XI-XII], i.e., by deriving the adjoint to the constant diagram functor. For each model category M that we use, fix cofibrant and fibrant replacement functors (−) c and (−) f . We assume the reader is familiar with texts on model categories such as [DS95] .
Topological
Denote by Top the category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps (see [Sch18, Appendix A]), which we will call the category of spaces. Let * denote the point in Top and write Top * = Top * / for the category of based spaces. Given a Grepresentation V , then denote by S V the one-point compactification of V , with the G-action inherited from V . We assume the reader is familiar with the basics of modern stable homotopy theory from either [EKMM97] , [Lur17] , or [MMSS01] .
Background in global homotopy theory
Global homotopy theory is the study of spectra with compatible actions of all compact Lie groups G in some global family F , a collection of compact Lie groups closed under isomorphisms, closed subgroups, and quotient groups; see [Sch18, Definition 1.4.1]. We will work with orthogonal spectra as this category, in a certain sense,"contains enough symmetry" to model global spectra. All of the material in this section can be found in [Sch18] unless otherwise stated.
First, let us define O as the topological category whose objects are real inner product spaces, and whose morphism spaces are defined as
where Th{ξ} denotes the Thom space of a vector bundle ξ, and L(V, W ) the space of linear isometric embeddings from ). An orthogonal spectrum is a topologically enriched functor O → Top * . A map of orthogonal spectra is a natural transformation. Let us denote the category of orthogonal spectra by Sp.
For us the word spectrum will mean orthogonal spectrum. This category of spectra has a symmetric monoidal structure with product ⊗ and unit object the sphere spectrum S; see [MMSS01, Section 21] or [Sch18, Section 3.5]. Following the notation of [Lur17] we will also write ⊕ for the wedge (coproduct) of spectra.
We now make a crucial observation. Let X be a spectrum, G be a compact Lie group in F , and V be any G-representation. By considering V as a real inner product space, we obtain a based space X(V ), which by functorality of X has a G-action:
This is how the category of orthogonal spectra encodes the representation theory of all compact Lie groups G, and in a certain sense "contains enough symmetry".
. Let X be a spectrum and G a compact Lie group. We define the zeroth G-homotopy group of X as the colimit The above definition does not depend on the chosen complete G-universe by a cofinality argument; see [MM02, Remark V.1.10]. To define homotopy groups π G q X for q = 0 we either smash the domain S V with S q on the right for q > 0, or shift the codomain V on the right by R −q for q < 0; see [Sch18, (3.1.11)]. These sets π G q X have a natural abelian group for all compact Lie groups G and all integers q; see [Sch18, p.233] . Write π G * X for the graded abelian group q∈Z π G q X. There is a wealth of structure between π G q X and π K q X for two compact Lie groups G and K in F . For every continuous homomorphism of compact Lie groups α : 
. A global functor is an additive functor from A to the category of abelian groups. Let GF denote the category of global functors and natural transformations.
By definition the assignment X → {π G q X} G∈F = π q X constitutes a global functor for any spectrum X and any integer q. We define a graded global functor to be a collection of global functors {F q } q∈Z . For any global spectrum X we write π * X for the graded global functor q∈Z π q X.
Suppose we have a map of orthogonal spectra f : X → Y , then by Definition 1.2 we see the construction of equivariant homotopy groups is functorial. We obtain an array of induced maps, for all compact Lie groups G in F and integers q, which we all call f * , Denote by Sp gl the category of orthogonal spectra with the global model structure of Theorem 1.5. We remind the reader that for us the phrases "global equivalence" and "global-Ω-spectra" are relative to an ambient global family F . When the ambient global family is trivial (when F = {e} contains only the trivial group) then Sp gl will be written as Sp e , which is equal to the stable model category of orthogonal spectra defined in [MMSS01, Theorem 9.2]. Remark 1.6. In particular, by [Sch18, Definition 4.3.14] we see a global equivalence of spectra is a non-equivariant equivalence, and a global fibration is a non-equivariant fibration. This also implies a non-equivariant cofibration is a global cofibration by standard model categorical lifting properties; see [DS95, Proposition 3.13].
In this article we would like to study global homotopy theory relative to a ring spectrum R. There are many different types of ring spectra one can talk about, with various levels of multiplicative structure. Definition 1.7 (Definition 3.5.15 of [Sch18] ). A global ring spectrum is a monoid object of Sp gl . A homotopy commutative global ring spectrum is a commutative monoid object of Ho gl (Sp).
Let us recall some operadic definitions. Suppose (M, ⊗, ½) is a topological monoidal model category (see [SS00, Definition 3.1]) then for any object X of M the nth level of the endomorphism operad of X is defined as the mapping space
with the tautological Σ n -action from X ⊗n . Let O be a topological operad. An O-algebra in M is a map of topological operads γ : O → E nd M (X), where X is a bifibrant object of M. The category of topological operads has a model structure, with weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) gives by levelwise topological weak equivalences (resp. fibrations); see [BM03, Example 3.3.2]. An E ∞ -operad is a cofibrant replacement of the terminal (commutative) operad, and an
Section 4] for a proof that the definition of an E ∞ -object is independent of the chosen E ∞ -operad.
Let us warn the reader that an E ∞ -global ring spectrum is not in general globally equivalent to a strictly commutative orthogonal spectrum (unless the global family F is trivial). There is a tactable difference between these two notions of commutativity in equivariant and global homotopy theory: multiplicative norms and power operations; see [HHR16] and [Sch18, Section 5], respectively.
Definition 1.9 ([Sch18, Definition 5.1.1]). An ultra-commutative ring spectrum is a commutative monoid of Sp gl .
The sphere spectrum S, Thom spectrum MO, and the connective global K-theory spectrum ku are all ultra-commutative ring spectra; see [Sch18, p.303 ultra-commutative ring spectrum global ring spectrum E ∞ -global ring spectrum homotopy commutative global ring spectrum (1.10) For a global ring spectrum R we have a categories of left and right R-modules, which obtain global model structures through the extension of scalars adjunction
. Let R be a global ring spectrum. There is a topological model structure on LMod R and RMod R whose weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) are the weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) of Sp gl . Moreover, if R is an ultra-commutative ring spectrum, then Mod R is a monoidal model category with respect to ⊗ R .
Notice that taking R = S we see Sp gl is also a monoidal model category. Definitions 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 can all be relativised to the categories of R-modules to define global R-algebras, homotopy commutative R-algebras, E ∞ -global R-algebras, and ultra-commutative R-algebras, respectively.
3 An E∞-global ring spectrum is an A∞-global ring spectrum (using the definition of an A∞-object from [BM03, Remark 4.6]) as a cofibrant replacement of the unique map from the associative operad to the commutative operad implies all E∞-algebras are A∞-algebras. An application of [BM03, Remark 4.6] in Sp gl shows the model categories of A∞-global ring spectra and global ring spectra are Quillen equivalent. In particular, there is also an arrow in Diagram 1.10 from E∞-global ring spectra to global ring spectra, but we will not use this fact.
Homotopy theory over a global ring spectrum
In [Sch18] the foundations of global homotopy theory were mostly established over the global sphere spectrum. In this section we will extend some results of [Sch18, Section 4] to statements over an arbitrary global ring spectrum R. 
This means that given a fibrant left R-module M and an element x ∈ π e q M , then we can represent x by a map of left R-modules R ⊗ Σ 
, is then an isomorphism for all objects M of Ho(LMod R ). Hence L is fully faithful. 
Globally flat R-modules
Studying the left induced left R-modules of Definition 2.4 is one way to safely pass from nonequivariant to global information. However, it is not as tactable as one might like, which leads us to the next section.
Definition 3.1. Let R be a global ring spectrum and M a left R-module. We say M is globally flat if for all G inside F the canonical π G * R-module morphisms
are isomorphisms, where p G : G → e is the unique map. A global, homotopy commutative, E ∞ -, or ultra-commutative R-algebra is globally flat if the underlying R-module is.
We will see some examples of R-modules in We then see HRU is not globally flat over HA (so long as F is not trivial) as the Burnside ring A(G) and the complex representation ring RU (G) are not isomorphic as abelian groups for all compact Lie groups G, the smallest example being G = C 3 .
Remark 3.2. Notice that for each G in F , the map Λ G M above is the image of the map
For a global R-algebra S, as the map p * G : π e * S → π G * S is a multiplicative map, then using an extension of scalars adjunction for graded π e * R-algebras we see Λ G S is also multiplicative in this case. Let us summarise some more properties of these maps below.
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a global ring spectrum. Then for all G in F the maps Λ G M are natural in the R-module variable M , and form a morphism of graded global functors
Moreover, if LMod Proof. Defining Λ G M using the extension of scalars adjunction from Remark 3.2 shows the naturality in M . For naturality in the compact Lie group variable we need to show these maps commute with restrictions and transfers, as [Sch18, Proposition 4.2.5, Theorem 4.2.6] imply these maps form a Z-basis of Hom A (G, K), for any G, K in F . Fix some R-module M , and let f : K → G be any morphism of compact Lie groups in F . The compatibility of these maps with restrictions then follows from the equalities
The second equality comes from the equality p K = p G • f of group homomorphisms, and the third equality from the that fact restriction maps are π G * R-module homomorphisms. For the transfers, let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G inside F , then we obtain the following equalities,
The second equality is a consequence of Frobenius reciprocity (see [Sch18, Corollary 3.5.17(v)]) and the third equality from the equality p H = p G • i as group homomorphisms. This shows the maps Λ G M are natural in G, hence Λ M is a morphism of graded global functors.
For the "moreover statement", notice R is in LMod
When M is an object of LMod
If M i are objects of LMod Λ R for all i in some indexing set I, then i∈I M i is also in LMod Λ R from the natural isomorphisms
Finally, if we have a filtered system of left R-modules M i inside LMod
Remark 3.4. One consequence of Definition 3.1 and the naturality of these maps Λ G M in M is the following simple observation. Let f : M → N be a map of globally flat R-modules. Then f is a global equivalence if and only if π e * f is an equivalence. The "only if" direction follows from Definition 3.1, and the converse is a consequence of the following naturality diagram of
Notice how this resembles Remark 2.5, in that the global homotopy type of both the classes of e-cofibrant and of globally flat R-modules are controlled by non-equivariant information.
4 Realising algebra with R-modules Our first step in realising algebra in global homotopy theory is additive, i.e., as R-modules.
Proposition 4.1. Let R be a global ring spectrum and M * a projective left π e * R-module. There is a globally flat left R-module M and an isomorphism φ g : π e * M ∼ = M * of left π e * R-modules.
Proof. The projectivity condition means there is an idempotent morphism of π e * R-modules f :
for some indexing set I and n i ∈ Z, and a π e * R-
. We can construct a map of left R-modules g : F → F such that π e * g = f by Construction 2.2. This implies g is idempotent in Ho gl (LMod R ). Proposition 2.1 allows us to use [Nee01, Proposition 1.6.8] with respect to the idempotent map g : F → F , which gives us a commutative diagram in Ho gl (LMod R ),
where M is the homotopy colimit of
As π e * g = f we see
using the fact f 2 = f . Proposition 3.3 shows M is globally flat.
Next we consider realising morphisms of π e * R-modules by morphisms of R-modules.
Proposition 4.3. Let R be a global ring spectrum and M a globally flat left R-module such that π e * M is projective as a left π e * R-module. Then for all left R-modules N , the functor π e * induces an isomorphism of abelian groups
Proof. First let us assume M is a wedge of suspensions of R, so
Suppose N is an arbitrary left R-module and consider
The above map is a bijection as both of the above sets are canonically in bijection with π 0 N , the left by representability (see Construction 2.2), and the right by elementary algebra. To extend this observation we consider the following diagram of abelian groups,
(4.5)
The vertical isomorphisms come from the universal property of coproducts, or properties of shifts. The naturality of these maps give us the commutativity of the above diagram. The lower-horizontal map is a product of the isomorphism (4.4) and the quick calculation
This gives us our desired result in the case when M is a wedge of suspensions of R.
Consider now a globally flat left R-module M such that π e * M is projective over π e * R. By Proposition 4.1 we have a left R-module M which realises π e * M . Using the same notation as in Proposition 4.1, we see by (4.2) M is a retract of F so the isomorphism (4.5) descends to an isomorphism Setting N = M we then lift the isomorphism π e * M ∼ = π e * M to a map φ ∈ Hom Ho gl (LMod R ) ( M , M ). As both M and M are globally flat and π e * φ is an isomorphism by construction, Remark 3.4 says φ is an isomorphism inside Ho gl (LMod R ). The following commutative diagram of abelian groups then finishes our proof,
A consequence of Proposition 4.3 is the following strengthening of Proposition 4.1. It was mentioned in §2 that left induced left R-modules were hard to work with, in particular, their homotopy groups hard to calculate. The following theorem shows that left induced left R-modules are globally flat in special cases.
Theorem 4.7. Let R be a global ring spectrum, and M a left R-module such that π e * M is a projective left π e * R-module. Then M is globally flat if and only if M is left induced. For use in this proof, let e-P (resp. gl-P) refer to a model categorical property P inside Mod e R (resp. inside Mod gl R ). We will also use Remark 1.6 multiple times.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can take M to be a gl-fibrant R-module. The counit ǫ M : LU M → M is an e-cofibrant replacement of M , as discussed in Remark 2.5, and hence always an e-weak equivalence.
We claim M is left induced if and only if ǫ M is a gl-weak equivalence. If ǫ M is a gl-weak equivalence, then M is left induced by definition. Conversely, if M is left induced, then we have an isomorphism N → M inside Ho gl (LMod R ) for some e-cofibrant N . As N is also gl-cofibrant, by Remark 1.6, and M is gl-fibrant, we represent this isomorphism by a gl-weak equivalence of left R-modules g : N → M . As M is gl-fibrant, then LU M is e-fibrant, and the map ǫ
R can be represented by an e-weak equivalence of left R-modules h : N → LU M . From Remark 2.5 we see h is a gl-weak equivalence as N and LU M are both e-cofibrant. As g is a gl-weak equivalence by assumption, we then see ǫ M is also a gl-weak equivalence.
We now want to show ǫ M is a gl-weak equivalence if and only if M is globally flat. As π e * M is projective over π e * R, we use Proposition 4.1, with respect to the trivial global family, to obtain a left R-module M = hocolim e i M i , which is a sequential e-homotopy colimit of bifibrant left R-modules M i , each globally equivalent to wedges of suspensions of R. In particular, we have an isomorphism of π e * R-modules ψ : colim i F i ∼ = π e * M . This M is e-cofibrant as a sequential e-homotopy colimit of e-cofibrant R-modules. The isomorphism of left π e * R-modules π e * (ǫ M ) −1 • ψ belongs to
where the last isomorphism comes from Proposition 4.3 when restricted to the trivial global family. As M = hocolim e i M i is a weak colimit inside Ho e (LMod R ) we have a surjection
which combined with the isomorphisms of 4.8 allows us to realise π e * (ǫ M ) −1 • ψ by a map Ψ : M → LU M inside Ho e (LMod R ). As M is e-cofibrant and LU M is e-fibrant, the map Ψ can be realised by a strict map of left R-modules. By construction this Ψ is an e-weak equivalence between e-cofibrant R-modules, hence Ψ is a gl-weak equivalence by Remark 2.5. As sequential homotopy colimits in both LMod gl R and LMod e R can be modelled by a mapping telescope construction, we see M is a filtered gl-homotopy colimit of globally flat R-modules and Proposition 3.3 applies to show this left R-module is globally flat. The following naturality diagram of graded global functors shows ǫ M is a gl-weak equivalence if and only if M is globally flat,
Proposition 4.9. Let R be a global ring spectrum, N a globally flat left R-module such that π e * N is a projective left π e * R-module. Then for any right R-module M there is an isomorphism of π * R-modules
Proof. The canonical map of this proposition is defined for each G in F as
Above the operation − × − is the R-relative box product pairing defined in [Dav18, Remark 1.2.11]. This is simply the absolute box product pairing of [Sch18, Construction 3.5.12] postcomposed with the canonical map M ⊗N → M ⊗ R N . 4 The maps Θ G M,N have similar properties to the Λ G M maps from Definition 3.1, which is not remarkable as
is natural in the right R-module variable M follows from the bifunctorality of − ⊗ L R −, and the fact these maps are natural in N and G follow from the same reasoning of Proposition 3.3. We now have a map of graded global functors
Writing LMod 
is closed under arbitrary suspensions, wedges, and filtered homotopy colimits, using similar reasoning to Proposition 3.3 and the fact that − ⊗ L R − commutes these constructions as Ho gl (LMod R ) is a closed symmetric monoidal category. As N is globally flat and π e * N is a projective π e * R-module, Corollary 4.6 says N is globally equivalent to a sequential homotopy colimit of wedges of shifts of R, so such an N is in LMod Proof. This proof follows along the same lines as [Wol98, Theorem 6]. First we deal with the projective dimension one case, so let
be a projective resolution of the left π e * R-module M * . By Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.6 we have globally flat left R-modules P 1 and P 0 , and a map of R-module g : P 1 → P 0 realising the first map in the projective resolution above. Define M as the cofibre of g. As π e * g = f is a injection then from the long exact sequence of homotopy groups we immediately obtain, for each G inside F , the short exact sequence of left π G * R-modules
In particular, for G = e we obtain π e * M ∼ = M * . We just have to now see M is globally flat. For each G inside F consider the following diagram of left π G * R-modules with exact rows,
which commutes by the naturality of the vertical maps. The term Tor π e * R 1 (π G * R, P 1 * ) vanishes, as P 1 * is projective. Hence Λ G M is an isomorphism, as both P 1 and P 0 are globally flat. 5
To help us later, consider the following commutative diagram inside Ho gl (LMod R ),
Moreover, by the usual arguments from homological algebra, any two realisations of M * by two (potentially distinct) projective resolutions built using the method above, are globally equivalent; compare with [Wol98, Theorem 6].
where ǫ N : LU N → N is the counit from the adjunction of Proposition 2.3. The bottom row is a cofibre sequence by definition, the functor U preserves all limits and colimits, L preserves cofibre sequences 6 , and so the top row is also a cofibre sequence. The maps ǫ P i for i = 0, 1 are global equivalences by Theorem 4.7, hence ǫ M is also a global equivalence in this case.
Suppose M * now has projective dimension two, or equivalently that we have two exact sequences
where each P i * is a projective left π e * R-module. Using the projective dimension one case above, we can realise this first sequence by a cofibre sequence of globally flat left R-module spectra,
We also know the maps ǫ Q and ǫ P i for i = 1, 2 are all global equivalences, so we may replace the above cofibre sequence with
Corollary 4.6 also allows us to realise P 0 * by a globally flat left R-module P 0 . From [Wol98, Theorem 6] that there is a map g : U Q → U P 0 realising f in Ho e (LMod R ), the non-equivariant homotopy category of left R-modules. Using adjunction of Proposition 2.3,
we obtain a map g ♭ : LU Q → P 0 in Ho gl (LMod R ). We define M as the cofibre of this g ♭ . As π e * g ♭ = f we have, for each G inside F , a short exact sequence of homotopy groups,
which in particular gives us π e * M ∼ = M * . To see M is globally flat we consider the commutative diagram of abelian groups
We know Q and P 0 are globally flat, so it suffice to show the Tor term above vanishes. This follows from the exact sequence 0 = Tor
which is from the Tor exact sequence associated to the first short exact sequence of 4.11.
6 This follows as a cofibre of a map f in Sp gl is the homotopy pushout of f and the zero map (compare with [Sch18, Construction 3.1.31]) and left Quillen functors preserve homotopy colimits, as they preserve strict colimits and cofibrations.
A more direct proof of Proposition 4.10 uses a globally flat Ext spectral sequence.
Remark 4.12 (Tor and Ext spectral sequences). Propositions 4.3 and 4.9 resemble degenerate cases of a global Ext and global Tor spectral sequences respectively (similar to those found in [EKMM97, Section IV.4]). In fact these two statements would need to be used to construct such spectral sequences. This is done in [Dav18, Section 2.3], although the only practical application (according to the author) seems to be a weakening of the hypothesis of projectivity in Proposition 4.9 to a flatness hypothesis.
Realising algebra with homotopy global ring spectra
In this section we obtain our first realisation result with multiplicative structure.
Theorem 5.1. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and η * : π e * R → S * a map of graded commutative rings witnessing S * as a projective π e * R-module. Then there exists a globally flat homotopy commutative global R-algebra S with π e * S ∼ = S * , such that for all homotopy commutative R-algebras T and all maps of π e * R-algebras ψ * : S * → π e * T , there exists a unique map ψ : S → T of homotopy commutative global R-algebras such that η T ≃ ψ • η S .
In particular, S is the initial globally flat homotopy commutative global R-algebra recognising S * inside the homotopy category Ho gl (LMod R ).
Remark 5.2. The above theorem generalises to the case when R is just an E ∞ -global ring spectrum. Indeed, translating everything into the framework of the ∞-category theory of Lurie (see [Lur17, Theorem 1.3.4.20]) an E ∞ -global ring spectrum is a "commutative algebra object" inside the ∞-category Sp gl (see [Lur17, Definition 2.1.3.1]), and the ∞-category of (left) Rmodules Mod gl R is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category with respect to ⊗ R (see [Lur17, Theorem 4.5.2.1]). The proof below would also then prove this more general case. For simplicity we will only consider the ultra-commutative case.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. This proof follows along the same lines as [BR07, Theorem 2.1.1]. We obtain existence of S by Corollary 4.6, which gives us a globally flat R-module S with π e * S ∼ = S * . Proposition 4.9 iteratively calculates
for all G in F and Proposition 4.3 gives us the first isomorphism
for all R-modules N . Setting N = S, we transport the unit and multiplication map of the π e * R-module S * along Φ for n = 0 and 2, respectively, to obtain unit and multiplication maps on S inside Ho gl (Mod R ). As Mod R is a monoidal model category and S is bifibrant, S ⊗n is also cofibrant, 7 and these unit and multiplication maps can be realised by strict maps of R-modules η : R → S and µ : S ⊗2 → S. The unitality, associativity, and commutativity of these maps in Ho gl (Mod R ) come from Φ for n = 1, 3, and 2, respectively, again setting N = S.
To show the existence and uniqueness of ψ, let T be a homotopy commutative R-algebra and φ * : S * → π e * T a map of π e * R-algebras. Recall the set of morphisms of commutative monoids in a symmetric monoidal category (C , ⊗, ½) can be written as the equaliser
where the parallel maps send
. Applying this to the symmetric monoidal categories (Ho gl (Mod R ), ⊗ L R , R) and (Mod π e * R , ⊗ π e * R , π e * R) with A = S and B = T , and using Φ with N = T we obtain the natural bijection
This allows us to lift ψ * : S * → π e * T to a unique map ψ : S → T in CAlg(Ho gl (Mod R )).
6 Realising algebra with E ∞ -global ring spectra
Using non-equivariant obstruction theory, we can place an E ∞ -structure on the S in Theorem 5.1, given some more conditions on η * : π e * R → S * . To access this non-equivariant obstruction theory, we need some statements about endomorphism operads. Recall the model structure on the category of topological operads from [BM03, Example 3.3.2].
Lemma 6.1. Let M be a topological monoidal model category. If f : X → Y is an acyclic fibration between bifibrant objects, then there is a zigzag of weak equivalences of topological operads
Proof. Define a topological operad E nd M (f ) at level n by the following pullback diagram of spaces,
The composition operation on E nd M (f ) is the product of the composition operations on E nd M (X) and E nd M (Z). In this way π X and π Y are maps of topological operads. As f is an acyclic fibration, X ⊗n is cofibrant, and X and Y are fibrant, we see f * is also an acyclic fibration of spaces. Similarly, as f ⊗n is a weak equivalence, X ⊗n and Y ⊗n are cofibrant, and Y is fibrant, we see (f ⊗n ) * is a weak homotopy equivalence of spaces. We conclude π X is a weak equivalence as the category of topological spaces is (right) proper, and π Y is also a weak equivalence (an acyclic fibration even) as a base change of an acyclic fibration. As π X and π Y assemble to form maps of topological operads, the above argument witnesses these assembled maps as weak equivalences of topological operads. Hence we obtain a zigzag of weak equivalences
Let M 1 and M 2 be two model categories with the same underlying category. Let i-P be the adjective referring to the model categorical property P inside M i , for i = 1, 2.
Theorem 6.3. Let M 1 and M 2 be topological monoidal model categories with the same underlying monoidal category M such that the 1-weak equivalences are contained in the 2-weak equivalences and the 1-fibrations are contained in the 2-fibrations. If f : X → Y is a 1-weak equivalence, where X is 2-bifibrant and Y 1-bifibrant, then there is a zigzag of weak equivalences between the topological endomorphism operads
In particular, if M 1 = M 2 as model categories, then a weak equivalence f : X → Y between bifibrant objects induces a zigzag of weak equivalences between endomorphism operads.
Proof. First we factorise f as a 1-acyclic cofibration followed by a 1-acyclic fibration
Notice the 1-acyclic fibrations are contained in the 2-acyclic fibrations, so by lifting properties we see 2-cofibrations are contained inside 1-cofibrations. In particular, 2-cofibrant objects are 1-cofibrant. We then see that Z is 1-bifibrant as X is 1-cofibrant and Y is 1-fibrant. We now define a topological operad E nd(i) at level n by the following pullback diagram of spaces,
Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.1, the composition operation on E nd(i) is the product of that on E nd M 2 (X) and E nd M 1 (Z) such that π X and π Z are both maps of topological operads. The product map i ⊗n is a 1-acyclic cofibration 8 and Z is 1-fibrant, so (i ⊗n ) * is an acyclic fibration of spaces. Similarly, i * is weak homotopy equivalence of spaces, as X ⊗n is 2-cofibrant, X and Z are 2-fibrant, and i is a 2-weak equivalence. Similar to Lemma 6.1, we see π X and π Z are both weak homotopy equivalences of spaces. This gives us the zigzag of weak equivalences of topological operads
8 Let g : A → B and g ′ : A ′ → B ′ be acyclic cofibrations between cofibrant objects in a monoidal model category, then g ⊗ g ′ is an acyclic cofibration. To see this, write g ⊗ g ′ as the composite
One then notices the first map is an acyclic cofibration by the monoid axiom, the second is a cobase change of an acyclic cofibration, and the last map is an acyclic cofibration as by the pushout product axiom.
Using Lemma 6.1 with respect to p we obtain the following zigzag of weak equivalences
Combining the two zigzags above, we obtain the desired result.
Setting M 1 = M 2 in Theorem 6.3 one obtains a generalisation of Lemma 6.1 to the case when f is simply a weak equivalence between bifibrant objects. There is also a dual statement to Theorem 6.3.
Corollary 6.5. Let M 1 and M 2 be topological monoidal model categories, with the same underlying monoidal category M, such that the 1-weak equivalences are contained in the 2-weak equivalences, and the 1-cofibrations are contained in the 2-cofibrations. If f : X → Y is a 1-weak equivalence, where X is 1-bifibrant and Y 2-bifibrant, then there is a zigzag of weak equivalences between the topological endomorphism operads
Proof. First we factorise f as a 1-acyclic cofibration followed by a 1-acyclic fibration. The result follows from the "in particular" statement of Theorem 6.3 for the 1-acyclic cofibration. The rest of the proof is dual to the proof of Theorem 6.3.
We can now state and prove the main theorem of this section. Recall the definition of aétale morphism of (graded) commutative rings from [Aut19, Tag 00U0].
Theorem 6.6. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and η * : π e * R → S * anétale morphism of graded commutative rings which views S * as a projective π e * R-module. Then the homotopy commutative global R-algebra S from Theorem 5.1 has an E ∞ -global R-algebra structure, unique up to contractible choice in Mod gl R .
Remark 6.7. Similar to Remark 5.2, the above theorem generalises to the case when R is an E ∞ -global ring spectrum.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Using the same notation as the proof of Theorem 4.7, Theorem 5.1 gives us a homotopy commutative global R-algebra S, which is globally flat and gl-bifibrant. As our map η * is assumed to view S * as a projective π e * R-module, Theorem 4.7 tells us that S is left induced, so there is an e-bifibrant S b and an isomorphism f : S b → S in Ho gl (Mod R ). As e-cofibrancy implies gl-cofibrancy we see S b is also gl-cofibrant, so we represent f by a gl-weak equivalence in Mod (6.8)
In particular, we obtain a bijection of sets
where TopOp denotes the category of topological operads with the model structure of [BM03, Example 3.3.2]. Using the fact that O is cofibrant in TopOp and all objects are fibrant, we define our gl-E ∞ -structure on S to be the image of γ under the above isomorphism.
To show this E ∞ -structure is unique up to contractible choice, observe the following chain of weak equivalences of (derived) mapping spaces of topological operads, 7 Realising algebra with G ∞ -ring spectra
After Theorem 6.6 one might have the following query:
Why have we not placed an ultra-commutative structure on the S from Theorem 6.6 despite the fact R is an ultra-commutative ring spectrum?
The answer is that the obstruction theory for ultra-commutative ring spectra akin to the E ∞ -obstruction theory of [Rob04] has not been developed yet. However this section aims to find a compromise.
The difference between ultra-commutative ring spectra and E ∞ -global ring spectra that one can detect on their homotopy groups is the presence of power operations; see [Sch18, Definition 5.1.6, Theorem 5.1.11]. The concept of a G ∞ -structure on global spectra is discussed in [Sch18, Remark 5.1.16] and in-depth in [Sta18] , and is the minimal structure on a global homotopy type to have power operations. A G ∞ -spectrum in global homotopy theory is analogous to an H ∞ -spectrum in classical homotopy theory; see [Sch18, Remark 5.1.14]. Let us first define the spectra we need.
Construction 7.1. Let G be a compact Lie group inside F . We define the global spectra We will also need to recall the following general construction. Let G be a finite group and (C , ⊗, ½) a symmetric monoidal category with finite coproducts. For a monoid C of C we obtain a monoid C[G] = G C, whose multiplication is defined through the multiplication on C and the group G. In particular, if C = Sp gl and R is a global ring spectrum, then R[G] is a global ring spectrum with
Definition 7.2. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and M an R-module. For a fixed 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, a G n -structure on M is a series of maps in Ho gl (Mod R ), for all 1 ≤ m ≤ n,
M ⊗m , such that for all integers i, j, k, l, with i + j ≤ n and kl ≤ n, the following diagrams (from [Sta18, Proposition 1.12]) commute in Ho gl (Mod R ),
We justify the use of the notation LP m R by [Sta18, Theorem 3.30], which states the definition of LP m R above is a model for the left derived functor of the symmetric R-algebra functor P R = m≥0 (−) ⊗m /Σ m . We can include G ∞ -ring spectra in our diagram of implications of adjectives of global spectra, ultra-commutative ring spectrum global ring spectrum G ∞ -ring spectrum E ∞ -global ring spectrum homotopy commutative global ring spectrum .
(7.3) In general none of the above arrows are equivalences. 9
Theorem 7.4. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and η * : π e * R → S * a map of graded commutative rings which witnesses S * as a projective π e * R-module. If S 0 is a Z[1/n!]-algebra for some n ≥ 1 then there exists a globally flat homotopy commutative R-algebra S such that π e * S ∼ = S * , with a unique (up to global equivalence) G n -structure lifting the homotopy commutative multiplication on S. In particular, if S 0 is a Q-algebra, then S is a G ∞ -R-algebra.
Remark 7.5. Similar to Remarks 5.2 and 5.2, the proof of Theorem 7.4 also holds in the more general case that R is an E ∞ -global ring spectrum. This might seem a little surprising, because the statement of the above theorem seems to imply that our R-module S inherits its power operations from the ultra-commutative ring spectrum R, however, this is a red herring. Indeed, in the proof below it is clear that the G n -structure on S (i.e. the power operations) comes from the fact that S 0 is a Z[1/n!]-algebra, not the power operations on R.
We will use a small lemma from homological algebra to obtain the above statement.
Lemma 7.6. Let R be a graded commutative ring graded over an abelian group G and M be a graded R-module. Suppose that each M g , the submodule of M concentrated in degree g ∈ G, is a Z[1/m!]-module. If M is a projective as a graded R-module, then M ⊗m is a projective left R[Σ m ]-module, and (M ⊗m ) Σm is a projective R-module.
Proof. We will prove these facts in the opposite order. The tensor-hom adjunction shows inductively that if M is a projective R-module then any tensor power of M with itself over R is projective as an R-module. In general, if a finite group H acts on an R-module M by R-module homomorphisms, then as long as M is a module over Z[1/|H|] the canonical map into the H-coinvariants M → M H has a splitting
In particular, M H is a direct summand of the projective R-submodule of M . Hence M H is projective over R. Proof of Theorem 7.4. First realise S * by a globally flat homotopy commutative R-algebra S with π e * S ∼ = S * using Theorem 5.1. The fact S 0 is a Z[1/n!]-algebra implies that multiplication by n! is an isomorphism on each S 0 -module S q , for all q ∈ Z. We can then apply Lemma 7.6 to see S ⊗m is an R-module with π e * (S ⊗m ) a projective π e * R[Σ m ]-module. To calculate the homotopy groups of LP m R S for every 1 ≤ m ≤ n we employ Proposition 4.9, which when evaluated at the trivial group states ((S ⊗m * ) Σm , S * ). Using this isomorphism we define our desired maps h m , as the unique preimage of the iterated multiplication map on S * factored through the Σ m -coinvariants. These maps satisfy the properties of Definition 7.2 as the iterated multiplication maps on S ⊗m * factored through the Σ m -coinvariants do.
One can combine Theorems 6.6 and 7.4 to say that if η * : π e * R → S * is also anétale map and S 0 is rational, then S has a G ∞ -R-algebra structure and an E ∞ -global R-algebra structure. This is as close as we can get to saying S has the global homotopy type of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum with the technology of this article.
